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Off to the Clubhouse we go
After testing the patience of our
Residents with the shutdown of
the Clubhouse and Kitchen from
the 1st of July, we were finally
ready to open. We had a
wonderful programme planned
for December 2021. That was the
plan, at least, only to be knocked
down by the fourth COVID wave to
the massive disappointment of
Residents and Staff alike. As the
virus seemed to ease off, the
decision was made to open just
after New Year, and on the 2nd of
January 2022, our Team did just
that. Unfortunately, COVID had
other plans for our Food and
Beverage Manager. In haste, the
recently appointed Restaurant
and Events Manager, June Miller,
had to take over the reins
unexpectedly and sail the ship
with the knowledge at her
disposal. Congratulations to the
Team for managing this process –
with June and the Team pulling in
front and Lynn giving advice and
leading from her sickbed until
finally, she was well enough to join
them on the 17th of January.
JUST FLOW WITH IT
As the kitchen is the heart of the
Clubhouse activities, it was a
significant undertaking to get the
flow right and ensure that staff
had enough space to provide the
services needed. The space to do
so previously was inadequate with
massive challenges to the staff
and affected the product offered.
As a result, our Food and
Beverage staff were re-housed in
the Conference room for the
duration and did an incredible job
with both food and service in the
small space. This arrangement
allowed this space to showcase its
possibilities, and Residents loved
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the warm and inviting ambience.
This is certainly not the last use of
this space, and we plan to utilise it
a lot more in the future. After
being used to a much smaller and
restricted working environment, it
has been an adjustment for the
staff – front-of-house and the
kitchen – but they are finding their
feet and getting the flow right!
NEW OFFERINGS & THE FUTURE
A lot of planning and thought
went into the offerings foreseen
for the Clubhouse, which also
meant a lot of listening and
discussions with Residents, as it is,
after all, their facility!
The Food and Beverage
Management undertook trips to
favourite Restaurants mentioned
to see what we could use at Oasis
to thrill our Residents. The kitchen
and dining area opened with a
brand new and fresh menu,
thoroughly enjoyed by all
accounts. A firm favourite seems
to be Fillet Steak, which we are
told every time, is superb.
Residents have complimented us
on the content and look of the
menu. Some of the names of the
dishes are also a source of much
enjoyment. One of the most
important features of our new
offerings is that dishes are made
fresh on order.
We have also opened a brand-new
coffee bar, which is certainly not
at its full potential yet. The near
future will see baking skills on
offer with the availability of homebaked breads and rolls to order,
croissants, Oasis scones and other
delishness! Watch the updates
and notice boards for information.
If you have not tried the cakes
lately – please do! The Caramel
Cheesecake, in particular, is

simply divine – especially with a cup
of Cape Town’s best.
There is also a lot more available in
the snack range- with more variety
underway. For those who have a
sweet tooth but need to watch the
sugar, remember that there is a
sugar-free range.
The wine list has been given a
facelift with new items on offer and
a few old favourites. In addition,
the Team will be arranging gin
tastings, wine and cheese events,
pub evenings and many other
events for your enjoyment, so look
out for those.
Pizzas and whole chickens with
trimmings will also be available
more frequently when our ovens
are sorted out. The Team has been
providing these under challenging
conditions that have not done the
product the justice it deserves.
At the time that this edition goes
out, there will have been several
Restaurant Functions for all to
enjoy – and again, many more to
come!
CHANGING LANES
With the new offerings for the
Clubhouse, a small staff reshuffle
had to happen. While we have not
increased the staff, we have had to
refocus what the needs for the
Clubhouse dining area, bar and
kitchen would be and how best to
play to the strengths of our staff,
and also offer support to them in
order to deliver on our Food and
Beverage promises. As part of the
restructure, A Kitchen Supervisor’s
position was replaced with a new
Restaurant and Events Manager’s
position, and June Miller started
with us in mid-November 2021.
Read about June and the position
that she fills and her valuable
contribution in “Staffing Around”.
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For your enlightenment, we now
(re)introduce the rest of the Food
and Beverage Team - the friendly

faces behind the masks of those
who work diligently, day in and
out, to keep the kitchen cogs

turning and the pots stirring....
Drumroll!! Ladies and Gents,
please let us re-introduce:

Kathy - Oxtail maker extraordinaire, bredie and casserole maker unsurpassed! Kathy is
my steady rock in the kitchen. She is patient and kind, and did I mention that ohmyword
this woman can cook!! She is always first in the morning, and by the time I arrive at work,
I can smell the curry or the roast or whatever it is she is cooking as I step out of my car…
always a good way to start the day! Enter the breakfast, Kathy’s Jumpstart!

Vuyiseka - also known as Vivi to us in the kitchen, is another star in the kitchen galaxy!
So quiet and unassuming – I think out of everyone in the kitchen, Vivi is the quietest and
most peaceful but always so willing to make the next burger or schnitzel order without
being asked. She can also make a mean soup and bredie. When I want to give the daily
vegetarian dish to someone, Vivi is always keen and does a wonderful job! And like Kathy,
also believes that the early cook gets the best jobs in the kitchen.

Sisanda - the maker of all things salmon!! This is the lady who makes those delicious
salads and all the yummy bagels! She has a natural eye for making these beautiful and
tasty offerings. Sisanda came to Oasis in December 2020 as a casual. As you can see, she
is still with us as I just would not let her go after I started in January 2021. She has huge
potential, and I know she will go far one day. She is always friendly with a ready smile –
and has such an outstanding work ethic for someone so young.

Nicholas - or Nic for short, is another quiet star. Such a wonderful palette and just knows
how a sauce or casserole must taste. I can trust him with a recipe he has never made
before, and he will blow my socks off by getting it just right or by even just tweaking it
slightly; he makes it taste so much better. Nic is also the main ‘disher-upper’ at the pass
for the daily lunches and loves to braai! He also seems to love making the Greek
Meatballs – it has become kind of his thing… oh yes… and this is who Nic’s Smashed Avo
is named after!

Siphokazi - also affectionately known to us in the kitchen as Phoki, makes all those
yummy toasted sandwiches, assists with breakfasts (also our Sunrise brekkie is named
after her), helps with tons of prep as in peeling potatoes and vegetables, making salads,
fruit salads, dishing up dessert or ice cream and is a general all-around big help in the
kitchen.

Arnold - is a star in my dessert galaxy, and he is the ‘dessert plater’. He just loves to make
things look pretty. He can bake and cook something completely new when given a recipe
and loves trying new things in the kitchen. He is my other braaimaster. He is quiet, VERY
TALL (which is so handy in the kitchen as we are all short-ish) and very capable. Above all
else, Arnold exudes a sense of calmness in the kitchen. I love to ask Arnold’s opinion on
certain food-related subjects as he has a good eye for detail and the ability to think things
through.
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Xolile - or simply X to us in the kitchen. X has taken a keen interest in pizza making, so he
is responsible for those Italian must-haves. He makes his own dough and sauce and
comes up with different toppings every day. He is also responsible for ensuring you have
your daily fix of apple crumble. X loves working with bread and loves to bake things.
Once we have our baker in position, he will be working closely with him. X came to us
simultaneously as Sisanda, and once again, I knew this was a special young man. He has
a good sense of humour and is well-liked by all the staff.

Loyiso - or Lloyd, as he is known to us, is the chief dishwasher and jack of many trades in
the kitchen. If something is stuck, if something needs some extra special cleaning, if a
delivery needs to be packed away… I call Lloyd. But, if I can’t reach something, I call
Arnold. Lloyd just quietly gets on with the job of washing many plates, glasses, pots,
pans, oven dishes, bowls, cutlery, etc., on a daily basis – he does all this with a smile. He
also assists with delivering the lunches to the apartments. He stands next to a steaming
dishwasher in the midst of summer, yet still has a laugh for us bringing more dishes.
Lucky - who on earth does not know Lucky?! I must tell you this - when we were
renovating, someone mentioned that we should call the bar Lucky’s Bar seeing that Lucky
had become so synonymous with the bar area. That’s where Lucky is the happiest …
serving drinks, making sure the lunch deliveries get rung up, cashing up at the end of the
day and have I already said this… pouring someone a beer! He also makes a pretty good
cappuccino and can also sort out the sound system in the conference room. Quietly
capable of so many things! Lucky also takes stock of all the coffee shop items, alcohol
and drinks every month … just in case he is not busy enough.
Fisher - from all the staff’s pics, this one has to be my favourite! Such a big, heartfelt
smile that shows immense delight and exuberance. It reminds me of a line from one of
Walt Whitman’s poems …” I sound my barbaric yawp across the roofs of the world”.
Fisher is a quietly capable and oh so willing young man. He is all over the Clubhouse,
being forever helpful to all the Residents – making coffee, serving at the bar, cashing up
in Lucky’s absence, delivering to the apartments, and oh yes … most importantly, he loves
making cocktails. So, if you are in the mood for a pretty drink, hook Fisher up.
Mistry - if you ever feel like a good, strong coffee or latte, come down and ask for a
Mistry Moment. A joke that started between Mistry and myself... when I ask Mistry if I can
have a moment, he knows exactly what I am talking about. Hence the name Mistry
Moment. Mistry is the third of the guys in the Clubhouse. In my mind, I call Lucky, Fisher
and Mistry the Musketeers as they work so closely together and get along so well. I have
never heard a bad word spoken between them. Mistry is so well known in the Clubhouse.
It reminds me of the old TV program Cheers,” Where everyone knows your name”. Mistry
knows everyone and knows what everyone likes.

Denford - or just Den, quietly helpful, always. No matter what, Den will always help with
whatever is needed. Den is well-liked by all the staff and the Residents, and although he
is a waiter, he works closely with Lucky behind the bar and sometimes doubles up as
Barista. Den went on a Barista course last year and makes a pretty good cup of coffee.

Anita - who calls everyone Mama. She is a waiter of note, and I have seen her move at a
rapid pace through the dining room. Anita says, and I quote, “I am a dram” queen”. She
loves a good party vibe in the Clubhouse and is always to be seen on the dance floor
when we have live music encouraging the Residents. Also, Anita occasionally takes it
upon herself to come and help in the kitchen and wash dishes for us when we are shortstaffed. Very sweet!
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Aviwe - loves a good party and he performs best when we have a function with dancing.
Like Anita, he loves to bring the Residents out onto the dance floor. A little-known fact is
that Anita and Avi have known each other for 22 years and are best friends. He can be
very willing to do things when asked. Avi is also our “florist’ when we need to refresh our
flowers.
Nobunto - or Bunz, as the staff call her, is a bit of a Jill of all trades. She started at Oasis
on 1 September 2010 doing laundry. From there, she did the deliveries and worked in the
kitchen as a salad maker with the Boddingtons. Then she moved into the dining room
when they were short-staffed one day, and that is where you will find her today. Her
duties used to be mainly as a hostess but have evolved into taking care of the coffee
shop counter, some waitressing, still hostessing and assisting Malikah at the end of each
month with staff tips. We hope to develop Nobunto even further in the months to come.

Cleo has been at Oasis for the last five years. She is the epitome of bounciness and
friendliness. She is fun, flamboyant and energetic and loves to dance with the residents.
Cleo is always game for something new and has a very positive outlook. She loves Oasis
and all her interactions with the residents.

SERVICE & TRAINING
We value all feedback from both
Residents and staff. It is so
gratifying to see more Residents
partaking in the Restaurant’s meal
offerings. More Residents are also
requesting delivered meals. As a
result, we have to get creative with
the management of this increase
in demand and are busy with
solutions to ensure all-round

satisfaction and good service
delivery. Training is an important
focus for service, as is staff
motivation. Both are a current
focus: two of our staff went for
further Barista training in late
2021 and enjoyed this thoroughly.
Staff in the kitchen are undergoing
hands-on training with Lynn and
are flourishing under her
attention.

A thank you from our staff

STAFFING AROUND BY ANDRE VAN WYK

ANITA (Waitress) I am reaching out to say
thank you all for the gratuity; it was a great
help and encouraged me to continue
striving for excellence in all the work I do.
I love working for this company that
appreciates and supports its workers, and
I am looking forward to many more years working at
this company.
LOYISO TUTU (Kitchen staff) I would like
to take this opportunity to thank Oasis
Resort and our Residents for giving us the
gratuity. It encourages us to give 100 per
cent performance when we are doing our
duties. We are very fortunate to work for
this company because other companies closed down.
However, we still received our full salaries and bonuses
after such a long and challenging year. Once again, a
big thank you to our Residents who always think of us.

THANK YOU! Lastly, we would have
no need for the Clubhouse and its
facilities if you, the Residents, and
your visitors, did not make use of it.
We want to thank you for your
support and participation. Please
know that the Clubhouse is now
open to visitors – just remember
that they need to produce proof of
their vaccination. We look forward
to seeing you in the Clubhouse!

SAM (Landscaping) I would like to take
this opportunity to thank all the people
who live in this “village”. During the hard
lockdown, you continued to help us. Other
companies downsized, but the promise
was made to my colleagues and me that
we could continue to keep the Oasis gardens looking
beautiful. I am thankful to be part of this and thank you
for always thinking of us, especially at the end of the
year. What I receive goes a long way in helping me take
care of my family.
ABDON (Concierge) From the Concierge
team to all the Residents of the Oasis
family, we, as Concierges under your care,
would like to say thank you to you all for
the love and treatment towards us. Each
and every year, you do not stop thinking of
us. Thank you very much for everything you have done
for us so far and for what you are still doing. If I can
single one out among the many things you do for us, it
would be the gratuity box that helps us a lot. For all, we
are so grateful and wish you all the best.
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FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK

From the
Manager's Desk
BY SHARON LOYNES

Dear Residents
WELCOME BACK!
By the time this goes to print, we are already in the
second month of 2022! Although the close to 2021
was challenging, 2022 is a much more promising
and hopeful year.
Our New Year at Oasis began with the opening of
the Clubhouse and kitchen and all the other
communal facilities. It is wonderful to see how our
Residents appreciate the “new” freedom in the
Resort. My special pleasure is the heads popping
around my office door for a friendly chat or just a
hello! The Team welcomes you with open arms.
While we are still in the final stages of a few of our
projects, and we have had a few teething problems
after opening facilities, the buzz we are experiencing
all around is a welcome change to the silence
experienced in December. The Clubhouse is also
sporting a brand new PA System, and the coffee
blues and soft jazz syphoning through the speakers
is enjoyed and complimented by Residents.
It definitely does its bit to add to that warm and
welcoming ambience that we strive for as a Team
for the hub of Oasis. We also look forward to
finalising the Fountain area and hope that this will
be completed by mid-February for all to enjoy for
the last few weeks of summer.

The start to the year has not been a sleepy one, as
we stepped right into the swing of things with the
garden and other maintenance that had to be done
to ensure that our Resort was in tip-top shape.
Planning for budgets is also underway, with figures
being crunched on the ORPOA and Body Corporate
calculators. We wish everyone well in this journey!
While a little belated, congratulations to the
appointed Trustees and Directors for the next year.
The Oasis Board going forward is as follows:
Tom Knight (chairman), Charles Kilner (vicechairman), Joe Franco, Brenda Preston, Dudley Boyd,
Debbie Adams and Owen Futeran.
We wish them well and offer all our support.
STAFF MATTERS
There were a few changes in staff faces in 2021, and
one of these was the beloved face of Lucas, our
driver. Lucas left us for a bigger calling to go into the
ministry and is currently very busy setting up homes
for orphans in his area. We have, however, managed
to coax him into a mutually beneficial relationship
with him driving our Residents to their shopping on
a Monday and Friday so that Residents can look
forward to his familiar face on these days.
As a result, we will no longer employ a full-time
driver as this particular task can be fulfilled a little
more wisely. Instead, Shaheem, one of our
concierges, will be stepping in when driving skills are
required. He has done so before and is now officially
appointed to this position when needed, although a
large part of his responsibility still lies in the
Concierge department.
We are very glad that both William and Lynn have
recovered from their COVID experience and are
back in their positions in full swing!
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
We are enthusiastically filling your calendars with
New and Old Events that we hope you will enjoy
with us. Highlights are:
Pancake Day on 01 March, where Residents will
be invited to a delicious treat of pancakes and
Coffee on the Terrace.
The Morning Mini Market on 24 February.
We hope to see many Oasis faces there.
This year, one of the Team’s goals is to get Oasis
moving – physically and intellectually. To this end,
Ballroom Dancing is planned and some interesting
speakers.
We look forward to sharing 2022 with all of you.

Sharon Loynes
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William's
Words
BY WILLIAM MCMURTRIE

This is our first article after the
festive season, and we want to
thank Residents for their generosity
and kindness bestowed upon us
and the Oasis staff members.
Well appreciated ☺.
2021 was a fast-paced year for most,
and we hope that the year ahead is
a great one for all as we continue
towards our better tomorrows.
CONTRACTORS AND…
Now that the contractors are in full
swing workwise, please be reminded
that all works must be confirmed via
our office before commencing. We
have procedures and protocols in
place for the good of all at Oasis.
All renovation works must come
through via our office, and then
Trustee’s approval is required.
We must ensure that contractors
are covered adequately for public
liability and have the relevant “COID
– Letter of Good Standing”, which
confirms that they are legitimate
workers. Also, being vaccinated will
be required from 01 March 2022.
There are refundable renovation
deposit requirements that the Body
Corporate keeps whilst the work
takes place, and it is usually used to

WILLIAM'S WORDS

remedy any damages caused. We
need to know the scope of works,
noise factors and duration of works
which we share with the Residents
of the given block, as Residents
generally want to be informed.
Please continue advising on general
maintenance and large deliveries.
BULK SMSs & SPARE KEYS
The bulk SMSs, which are now part
of Oasis’s norm, have become useful
in communicating to Residents
when given short notice or if
something urgent arises. There are
cost factors involved, so we can only
add one person per apartment to
the distribution list. But, again,
communication is key, and
Residents like to be informed.
The current spare key safes that
various blocks have are still in
operation until we find a feasible
upgrade.
SELLING YOUR APARTMENT?
Residents selling their apartments or
children of estates who want to sell
their apartments are asked to assist
Management as follows:
Please keep management
informed of any outside agents
involved in marketing your
apartment;
As we are in a security complex
environment so, booking and
viewings must be arranged via
our office during normal working
hours, and no-show houses will
be permitted;

It is with sadness that we say goodbye to
a very special lady, Marilynne Boddington
who passed away on Tuesday,
15th February 2022……
An icon - someone who is worthy of
admiration and praise.
Legends - never die as they leave lasting
imprints in our hearts and our minds and
we will always remember them.
Marilynne was both of the above and so
much more to the people that knew her.
She was going through her own trials, yet
made time for others, constantly mothering
the people around her, especially the staff
and with such a genuine love. We will
always remember her that way.
Of course there were the Functions at
Oasis, when Marilynne at least tried to
make Mr Jack and myself rehearse before
performances, which never turned out the
way she planned it, getting us both in
trouble afterwards………..really fond
memories which we will treasure forever.
Our condolences to Mr Jack and their
family, you are in our thoughts and prayers.

As per the MOI, Clause 12, there is
a levy stabilisation fund whereby
a percentage of a profit is payable
to the Body Corporate. This fund
is established to limit increases
for the Body Corporates in the
future, and all agents must be
made aware of this requirement
(Current percentages: The
percentage until March 2022 is
19%. From April 2022 until May
2023 it is 18.5%);
We have conduct rules,
stabilisation forms,
residents/tenants’ information
forms, pet registration forms,
staff registration forms,
vaccination policies etc., useful
information to share with the
agents;
We further request information of
prospective buyers/tenants prior
so that we can forward to the said
Body Corporates;
Pets need to be registered and
preapproved by the Trustees of a
block;
Tenants, please be reminded:
Electricity, Water and Sanitation
amounts monthly (we do readings on
the 15th and will forward all
schedules to your post boxes).
Tenants must pay the owners directly
and not via our office.
Best Regards, William

In loving
MEMORY OF

MARILYNNE BODDINGTON
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RESIDENT'S CONTRIBUTION

Die Ooms

CONTRIBUTION FROM CHARL ADAMS OF OUR “CLUBS”

About four years ago, a group of four men would
meet once a week for coffee in the conference
room. They discussed a range of issues, including
the general events of the day, politics, sport, and
the social calendar at Oasis. As time progressed,
a few more men joined, so a nascent group of (up
to 25) Residents became established who would
eventually become known as the Oasis Outoppie
Meeting (OOM) ‘Die Ooms’.
Today Die Ooms regularly meet each Tuesday
between 3 to 4:30 pm, and all-male Residents are
welcome to attend. The men that attend Die
Ooms come from a wide spectrum of
backgrounds and cover a number of divergent
occupations. Most are retired, but some are still
‘economically active’, as the saying goes.
Over the years, the numbers have included a full
General, a Professor and Vice-rector, several
medical practitioners, a Judge, an Ambassador,
an Advocate, a Politician, a nature
conservationist, an environmentalist,
accountants, authors, mayors, property
specialists and businessmen.
Die Ooms has also been engaged with the
President’s office on matters of mutual interest
and importance in recent years.

At present, Die Ooms is involved in an exciting venture
in assisting a group called ‘The Shackbuilder’
(www.theshackbuilder.com) in providing low-cost
housing for the very poorest of the poor.
For R17 000, a three-roomed shack is built by the local
community under the auspices of The Shackbuilder,
and for most, this is the first roof over their heads.
This is an ongoing project that Die Ooms hope will, in
time, become a wider Oasis initiative open for support
by all our Residents at Oasis. Die Ooms have, to date,
received donations amounting to R8 200, and the goal
is to reach R17 000 (one shack) with your help.
Please help in any way that you can.
Your donation will remain anonymous.
The banking details are:
Oasis POA
FNB Century City
Branch Code: 200909
A/c: 62352 643912
Please use Reference: SHACK 17K
Oasis Management has agreed to support this project,
and once the amount of R17 000 has been reached,
Die Ooms will send the money with an accompanying
letter on behalf of Oasis Residents.

“You make a living by what you get,
but you make a life by what you give.”
- Winston Churchill

Above is a recent photo of the Die Ooms (some regulars were not in
attendance at the time the photo was taken)
Above right & right Shackbuilders in action and a completed home
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NEWS FROM THE SALES OFFICE

We would like to welcome
all Residents who have
recently moved to new
homes in Oasis:

News from the Sales Office

WITH REGARDS FROM CINDY SHEARD, LINDA BUTLER & LORENDA GERRYTS

Starting a new year in a
sophisticated, smart, and newly
renovated Clubhouse can only be
a sign of good things to come.
However, while we try to put the
past two years and the challenges
posed by COVID well behind us,
we do, at the same time, need to
be aware that the virus is
unpredictable and will always be a
factor, albeit hopefully a lot less
so.
Oasis Apartment Sales would like
to congratulate Management and
their team for an extremely welldone job. They have certainly
succeeded in giving our
Clubhouse a spectacular facelift.
As mentioned in previous articles,
the Clubhouse facilities are the
window to Oasis's soul. You must
have heard the saying, "You only
have one opportunity to make a
first impression". A positive first
impression is an important start
to building a relationship with our
clients, i.e. prospective
purchasers and tenants.
From the moment you approach
a building, your initial perceptions
of the organisation are formed.
First impressions are paramount.
Walking into the Clubhouse is

every buyer or tenant's
introduction to entering the
resort, apart from a friendly and
efficient welcome at the gate
entrance. Some will decide there
if this is where they would like to
spend their retirement.
We have always been incredibly
proud of the "Oasis" product, and
this renovation has us bursting at
the seams when showing
prospective owners around the
resort.
After a quieter 2020 and 2021
relative to 2019, we are
experiencing a positive change in
the type of queries reaching our
offices. We believe this is due to
our continued marketing through
social media platforms, print
advertising, and, on many
occasions, by word of mouth. In
addition, we are optimistic that
the renovations, not only in the
Clubhouse but also in the lift
lobbies of the various apartment
blocks, will sway prospective
buyers and tenants to make
quicker decisions.
Once again, thank you to
everyone who was involved in this
mammoth task. Finally, we will all
reap the rewards.

Shirlee Goldstein
504 Palm Grove
Diane Sabath has bought
809 Palm Springs
Cynthia Cousins
110 Palm Grove
Klaus Berens
203 Palm Springs
Cecil Jowell 501 Palme Vue
Louise Van Niekerk
607 Palm Springs
Carol Howsley
508 Palm Springs
Stirling and Gail Kotze PRG03
David Whitelaw and Arlene
Solomon PR803
Mrs Glenda Blachowitz
PR1001
Mrs Monika Druijts PD403
Mrs Lesley Stewart PRG05
Wishing all our Oasis Residents
many healthy and happy years
at The Oasis.

SALES
Since late last year, we have sold
four apartments, one of which is
conditional.
We currently have several
apartments for sale and hope to
reduce this list in the next few
months. For those sellers who
have patiently waited for a buyer
through the quiet COVID years,
we appreciate your
understanding and hope to
bring you good news soon.
RENTALS
Our rental list has been reduced
to just six listings (two of which
are reserved). We started 2022
with 11 apartments for rent, and
there were times in the past
when the number was well into
the 20s.
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LET'S GET PHYSICAL

Wellness at Oasis

written by ANISHA ADAMS - Occupational Therapist, Wellness and Lifestyle Manager for the Oasis Care Centre

Residents living with cognitive impairments,
such as dementia, may have limited
opportunities for suitable activities within their
nearby environments. They may also have
limited social interactions and may no longer
prefer to socialise with long-term friends due to
declining cognitive function. Activities that were
previously enjoyable may now be beyond their
abilities.
ortant to reignite the engagement in stimulating
activities by providing activities on the most
appropriate level for their particular level of
functioning. This can help a person achieve a
sense of purpose and pleasure, maintain
physical and mobility skills, improve their mood,
and help manage challenging behaviours
associated with dementia.

GROUP 1 | EXERCISE CLASS
An exercise class with music, which
meets the person's sensory, physical,
and emotional needs – by hearing the
music, moving to the beat, and
feeling good as a result!
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For example, at the Oasis Care Centre, we have
an adjusted game of Bingo for Residents living
with dementia. The game is achievable and
enjoyable by reducing the numbers on a board,
going at a slower pace, using more visuals, and
providing more prompting.
I would like to facilitate two activity groups a
month at the Oasis Club House specifically for
Residents with mild to moderate level cognitive
impairments. Private caregivers are welcome.
The addition of these activities to the life of a
person living with dementia may significantly
impact the overall quality of life and the wellbeing of family members and caregivers.
We hope these new groups are met with
enthusiasm.
I am excited to meet those interested!

GROUP 2 | FUN QUIZ
A fun group quiz, adjusted to a basic
level, stimulates long-term memory,
facilitates social interaction between
the group members, and improves
overall mood.

LET'S GET PHYSICAL

CENTURY CITY
SPORTS FESTIVAL

STRETCHING
& DANCING
By Careena Bernstein
- 604 Palm Royale

The Century City Sports Festival is back!
Hosting 11 different sporting codes
over one action-packed weekend,
the event will take place from
04 to 06 March 2022.
For more info go to www.centurycity.co.za.

How lucky we are to have
Ilana Slomowitz living at
Oasis and giving these
marvellous classes! I think
many of our Residents are
not aware of these classes
so would like to recommend
them. The stretch is so vital
to us as we age and
especially where we are not
using every part of our
body. The class is filled with
beautiful soothing music
and Ilana softly guiding us
through is truly special.
There are so many benefits to improving one's flexibility
and helping with arthritic
conditions.
This class enhances my
desire for the dance class
which follows with its funky
music to liven the body and
give joy to the spirit ... and,
you can dance at your own
pace! One can immediately
see who was a dancer back
in the day due to their grace
and technique. Then there
are the ones who have great
rhythm and unbounded joy
and lastly some who
struggle a bit but with our
teacher's close attention
and guiding hand, are
helped to their best level.
Wherever you may be
makes no difference but this
will make all the difference
to you! So, put on your
dancing shoes and join us.
Thank you, Ilana, for your
energy and commitment.
Our whole class joins me in
appreciation.
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OASIS RAINFALL

READINGS KINDLY SUPPLIED BY TONY ROSS OF PALME D’OR 901

Oasis
Rainfall
Corner
As can be seen, the
Oasis rainfall had a
slow start to the year
but caught up during
the rainy season and
ended up very close
to the long term
average.
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CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE CORNER

Care Centre &
Primary Health
Care Corner
BY LIZZIE BRYNARD–BRILL
& THE OASIS CARE CENTRE TEAM

2022 started at a brisk pace at the Oasis Care
Centre. How wonderful to see our Residents visit
family and friends again. In addition, the weekly
shopping trips and the Tuesday outings to many
beautiful venues in and around the Cape Town
area are even more appreciated and enjoyed
after all this time!
Other than that, our Residents partake in a full
and fun activities program. You will often find
our passages filled with upbeat music and see
some impressive dance moves matching the
mood. Every night after supper is movie night,
and our Assisted Living Residents thoroughly
enjoy these “cinema evenings” in the comfort of
their own homes.
On the physical rehab side, we have our work cut
out to accommodate all the pending patients as
we have been inundated with applications for
admissions from the hospitals. This vote of
confidence warms our hearts and is affirmation
of the great work the team does. We again ask
that should you have a planned medical
procedure, we are notified of this as soon as
possible in advance in order for us to add you to
the pending list. Oasis Apartment Residents will
always enjoy preference, but the same standard
application process applies to all potential
patients. A rehab admission can only be finalised
with a medical aid authorisation in place.
We are also dealing with many new enquiries for
long term accommodation. We would like to
encourage you not to delay should you be
interested in possibly using the supportive
lifestyle the Care Centre has to offer.
Like most, on one level, we might wish to forget
2021, but doing so would be a shame, for we
experienced many beautiful and proud
moments. What a privilege it was to have had
Archbishop Emeritus Tutu, fondly known as
“Arch”, in our care along with his devoted wife,
“Ma” Leah Tutu. The passing of this formidable
man saw the world appropriately unite in

mourning. As with all our Residents, our sole focus
was to ensure a peaceful environment and dignity in
his final days.
At the same time, we had a young 44-year old
man, Paul, in our rehab. Paul was in the hospital for
four months and was ventilated for the majority of
the time after contracting COVID. Many a day was
thought to be his last. When Paul was admitted into
Oasis Care Centre Rehab, he could not sit up by
himself or do any self-care, let alone walk. The first
time the team helped Paul sit outside and served
him a cold drink, he became very emotional and said
that he never thought he would be able to enjoy the
sun’s warmth again. What a joy it was when he
walked out the front door to join his wife with the
staff cheering him on! Both Paul and “Arch” filled us
with hope and humble gratitude and reminded us
why we love doing what we do.
LIFESTYLE AND WELLNESS MANAGER
We are excited to announce that our Occupational
Therapist, Anisha Adams, will, as of Feb 2022, step
into her new role as Lifestyle and Wellness Manager.
Anisha will be overseeing our Activities Facilitator,
Larel Harding and new Occupational Therapist
Assistant, Karen Syce, and the Stellenbosch
University OT students assigned to the Care Centre.
We plan to make Anisha’s expertise available to
Apartment Residents who would benefit from more
specialised and adjusted group activities. Further
information will follow soon!
Keep well and may the year be filled with health and
happiness.
Lizzie Brynard–Brill
Oasis Care Centre Manager
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SECURITY SEGMENT

Serving You,
Securing You.
BY ANDRE VAN WYK

Over the last couple of months,
much of the workforce had a
well-deserved break; the same
cannot be said of the criminal
element. They continue to lie in
wait, plotting new and ingenious
ways to darken our sunny skies.
BE VIGILANT OF SCAMMERS
AND FRAUDSTERS
Recently, some of our Residents
have fallen victim to internet
fraud. Internet fraud can be
summarised as internet services
and software which is used to
defraud victims. Examples of this
are “phishing” and “spoofing”.
According to the website
Globalreach.com, “Phishing is
when an online scammer
reproduces the appearance of a
legitimate website to trick the
victim into entering sensitive
data. Spoofing is when a
fraudulent email is received, and
they will have you respond to an
email that is made to look as if it
is from a legitimate company.”
Tips on how not to fall victim
to internet fraud:
Never click on links in emails
from unknown senders.
Have legitimate antivirus
software from a reputable
security software company
installed on your PC or laptop
Online scammers are
ruthless and often use our
compassion against us.
Scammers will tug at our
hearts and heartstrings donations are needed for a
worthy cause. Always do your
research before responding
or supporting that cause.
The current pandemic is
being used as a tool by
scammers as well, “a new
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vaccine is available, awaiting
approval but on offer to
purchase” … such is the bait
used by scammers to lure us
in. Always use available
resources to confirm the
validity of the claims made.
FAMILIAR THREATS
One of the benefits the periods
of Hard Lockdown afforded us
was the decrease in criminal
activity. The nation-wide curfews
that were in place and the
minimal social activity aided in
keeping criminal elements at
bay. The country is slowly
opening up, bringing a smile to
many, including the faces of
would-be criminals. According to
CCPOA statistics, there is a
resurgence in petty theft.
Criminals are once again
targeting parked vehicles as they
did pre-COVID times. Thieves are
using “jammers” to block your
anti-theft remote, thus allowing
them to enter your vehicle and
make off with your belongings.
Please take the time to ensure
that upon locking your vehicle, it
is indeed locked.
PANIC BUTTON CALLOUTS
I am always urging Residents to
test their panic buttons as it
could prove vital at the most
critical of times.
In November, we had three panic
alerts compared to 11 in
December. It would be easy to
draw a correlation between the
high COVID-19 positive case rate
we had in December and the
number of panic button alerts;
however, that would be wrong.
Most of the panic button alerts
were not COVID-19 related but

WHAT TO DO SHOULD YOU
FALL VICTIM TO FRAUD:
You can contact the
South African Fraud
Prevention Services
on 0860 101 248 or
email: SAFPS@safps.org.za.

medical and other emergencies
of a different nature.
VACCINATION POLICY
Please keep in mind that from
01 March, all service providers,
contractors and workers will be
prevented from entering The
Oasis Retirement Resort’s
premises unless they have
submitted their COVID
declaration forms or can prove
their vaccination status.
DOMESTIC EMPLOYEES
We are gradually moving away
from having visitors signing in on
paper at our Gates. Moving
forward, domestic employees will
be signed in digitally. This is done
by scanning the domestic
employee’s ID or Passport.
To facilitate this, we will take a
photograph of the domestic
employees entering our gates as
most of the photographs on file
are outdated. The team leader
will take a photograph, and it will
be directly uploaded into our
system. Keep in mind it will
become a requirement for
domestic employees to have
either their ID or Passport
available when entering the Main
Gate.
2021 had numerous challenges,
and 2022 will inevitably offer its
own but as Zaid K. Abdelnour
said: “Life is photography, you use
the negative to develop.”
Take Care and Be Safe!

STAFFING AROUND

Hello, I'm June

Meet our
Restaurant
and Events
Manager

I was born in Cape Town as the youngest of seven children and
came from a very close-knit family. I was educated at Immaculata
School for girls in Wittebome. I have always loved cooking which
was probably influenced by my mother, who worked as a Function
Chef at the Vineyard Hotel and also had to feed her husband and
seven hungry children! I still have my mother’s hand-written apple
crumble recipe, which was a firm family favourite then and still is
today at family gatherings!
My very first job was with Standard Bank, where I worked for 12
years, mainly in Front of House and Customer Care. I also
organised all Staff social events. My life changed forever when I
was offered a position at a Restaurant, “Bay Front Blu,” at the V&A
Waterfront. I spent nine years as the Banqueting Manager and an
extra two years managing two restaurants in Cavendish Square.
This was the start of my Catering career, and I have never looked
back!
My partner, Cyprun, and I have a son, Timothy, who is 24 years
old, and we also have an adorable 3-year-old grandson named
Zachary, who is full of life and keeps us all on our toes!
While Timothy was growing up, I decided to start my Catering and
Events company from home to devote more time to him. My
partner and I ran the business successfully for two years until I
joined Feedem as a Catering Manager in the retirement sector. I
spent five years at Whitehall Court and seven years at Woodside
Village in Rondebosch before joining Oasis Retirement Resort.
I so enjoy being Zachary’s Gran. One of our favourite pastimes is
taking him to the park or beach to ride his favourite “black bike!”
He simply loves the outdoors! I also enjoy spending time with my
large family, and our get-to-gethers always involve lots of fun and
laughter, good food and, of course, a lovely glass of good chilled
wine!
I am settling in nicely at Oasis Retirement Resort, enjoying the
beautiful setting. We have lots of wonderful events and activities
planned for our Residents, and I look forward to getting to know
all of you!

UNIVERSITY OF SENIOR MINDS
FIRST MEETING!

Tuesday 08 March 2022
10 am in the Conference Hall

Many of you have been members, attended courses and talks with U3A
(University of the Third Age), and, during COVID, zoomed into London
University and other online educational programs. So, we thought … why
not start up our very own USM (University of Senior Minds) for Residents
here at Oasis.
This will be organised by the Residents themselves who wish
to meet with people of similar interests and share their
knowledge and expertise. It will be run on a very
similar basis to the U3A. However, any course can
be introduced, and the choice of subject or activity
can and does vary enormously.
We look forward to exploring this proposal in more detail. Please try and attend.
If we can get this underway the word 'boredom' will no longer be part of your vocabulary!
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POPCORN TIME

Popcorn Time
Movies to share with friends

WRITTEN BY DUDLEY AND MELDA SCHROEDER - 6O3 PALM GROVE

Popcorn Time was recently resuscitated during a
family get together at Gardeners Cottage, that
haven of tranquillity and beauty in the heart of
Newlands and an absolute gem under the huge
camphor trees! During the lockdown period, we
obviously did not visit any cinema. The last movie
review we wrote was published in the February
2019 Nexus. The film On The Basis of Sex is the
story of the legendary United State Supreme Court
Justice, Ruth Bader Ginsberg, who then had just
passed away after a long battle with cancer. For
our return to the cinema, our youngest grandson,
a 21-year-old third-year student at UCT, made a
strong suggestion that we see the recently released
“Spiderman, No Way Home.” He proceeded to
enlighten us about this Spiderman film, its strong
reviews and the big following of moviegoers. In this
film, Spiderman is unmasked and can no longer
separate his everyday life from a high-stakes life of
a superhero.
We decided not to follow our grandson’s advice at
the eleventh hour. Instead, at Nu Metro cinema,
Canal Walk, we watched The King’s Man, also
released in January 2022, a spy action comedy film
directed by Matthew Vaughn. The film features an
ensemble cast that includes Ralph Fiennes, Gemma
Arterton, Rhys Ifans, Matthew Goode, Tom
Hollander, Harris Dickinson and several others.

It focuses on several historical events leading up to
and during World War 1 and the birth of the Kingsman
organisation.
The film starts in South Africa in l902. The British
aristocrat Orlando, Duke of Oxford, his wife Emily, and
their young son Conrad visit a concentration camp
during the Anglo Boer War while working for the Red
Cross. Unfortunately, Emily is killed during an attack
on the camp, causing pacifistic Orlando to determine
that the world needs someone to head off such
conflicts before they occur.
In 1914, Orlando recruited two of his servants into his
spy network dedicated to protecting the United
Kingdom and the British Empire from the approaching
Great War. Conrad, eager to fight, is forbidden to join
up by the protective Orlando, who persuades Lord
Kitchener, Secretary of State for War, not to let him
join the army.
As a result, many historical figures of the 1914 – 1918
era appear on the scene, such as Archduke Franz
Ferdinand of Sarajevo fame, Tsar Nicholas of Russia,
Rasputin, adviser to the Tsar, Kaiser Wilhelm 11, King
George V and President Woodrow Wilson of the USA.
Whether you’re a history buff or not, you are sure to
enjoy this well-told tale.

let's play sudoku
Click to open its online version
It's easy to play Sudoku. Simply fill every
column, row and 3x3 box so they contain
every number between 1 and 9.
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THE GREENING TEAM AT OASIS

BULLETIN #19 : Pay attention! The Climate Crisis Escalates
BY THE GREENING TEAM AT OASIS

Our beautiful and delicate planet is
edging ever closer to a time when
warming becomes irreversible.
Here are the facts:
The last seven years have been
the hottest on record.
While the earth’s temperature is
estimated to have increased by
1degC from 1850 to the mid1970s, it is highly unlikely that we
will achieve the COP goal of a
1.5degC increase.
Oceans absorb 90% of global
warming, equivalent to seven
Hiroshima atom bombs every
second, 365 days of the year –
hence the devastating die-back
of coral reefs.
Ice lost to water: Since the early
1990s, Greenland has lost
200Gts (billions of tonnes per
year) and Antarctica about
150Gts. Glaciers are retreating.
The permafrost is thawing from
Alaska to Russia. All of these are
leading to gradually rising sea
levels
Insurance conglomerate Swiss
Re estimates the scale of the
disastrous weather events in
2021 to have cost 250 billion
dollars in damages. It was the
6th year in which global disasters
cost more than $100 billion.
In July, unprecedented floods in
Europe caused 240 deaths and
damages of an estimated $43
billion, while floods in China's
Hunan province caused over

quote of
the month
“We are the first
generation to feel the
effects of climate
change and the last
generation who can do
something about it.”

300 deaths and damages of
more than $17 billion.
In August, Hurricane Ida that
pummelled the eastern USA with
lashing rain killed more than 95
with damages of an estimated
$65 billion.
In mid-January this year,
Margaret River, a wine-growing
area in Western Australia,
recorded over 50degC before a
fire ripped through and laid
waste to vineyards.
The incidence of kidney stones
has escalated over the past two
decades in hot areas. Sufferers
(like your scribe in 1982)
experience excruciating pain… so
it’s vital to drink plenty of water
when it’s very hot.
Just viewing the horror footage of
hurricanes, tornados, floods, fires,
droughts and famine on our TVs
should galvanise all of us ‘to do
something about this existential
crisis – especially as we live at the
southern tip of a continent that is
getting hotter and drier.
The Millennials and Generation Z
march in the streets and form
pressure groups, while far too few of
our so-called Silent Generation (pre1950s) and subsequent Baby
Boomers take the threats seriously
enough, despite the frightening
implications for our descendants.
Yet we were the ones who began
freely using plastic because it is so
convenient and cheap – remember
the Tupperware parties? Not
realising that the ever-useful
substance would seriously pollute
rivers and beaches and, driven by
wind and currents, accumulate on
our seas in vast floating islands due
to more than half a century of
negligent disposal.

There is some good news, however.
Climate-conscious ESG –
environmental, social and
governance – issues are
becoming a corporate and
industry-standard, increasingly
demanded by users and
customers. For example, the
Taskforce for Climate-related
Financial Disclosures entreats
investors to consider riskweighting to invest sustainably in
future.
Green farming practices use notill planting that retains soil
cover, doesn’t disturb mycelial
root systems, prevents carbon
leaking into the atmosphere, and
uses less farm machinery. In
addition, rows of trees are
planted to shelter crops between
them, and grazing farm animals
drop manure between crops,
enriching the soil for future
planting.
In Brazil, much criticised for
encroaching on the Amazon rain
forest, sugarcane farms yield
ethanol for powering vehicles
and bioelectricity from the
bagasse by-product.
The manufacturing process of
green steel emits less CO2
(carbon dioxide).
Above all, bear in mind what
Emmanuel Macron said last year
“By polluting the oceans, not
mitigating CO2 emissions and
destroying our biodiversity,
we are killing our planet. Let’s face
it: there is no Plan B.”

Barack Obama
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RESIDENTS' LETTERS

COFFEE SHOP MENU
Hi Sharon, Compliments of the Season and hope that 2022 will be an easier year
for all. Just have to drop you a line about the new Coffee Shop Menu – firstly it is
humorous and entertaining and more importantly the fare is really top-drawer.
Admittedly Maria and I have only partaken of the “Mother Clucker” and “Daddy
Moo” so far, but we can vouch for the quality, taste and presentation. Well done
to you and Lynn inparticular. If these samples are anything to go by, can foresee
that Bootleggers across the way will not be seeing so much of us any more.
We appreciate the efforts.
Thanks and regards.
Sergio Martinengo
We
hearing from you
THANK YOU
THANK YOU
Hi William and
Lynn, I have eaten thousands of chickens in my life but
team, Thank you none as delish as the one I just received from our kitchen.
for all your kind
Bravo or whatever you say to someone who can roast a
assistance shown
chicken so professionally 😊
THANK YOU
to my Late Mom
Love, Sue Lipschitz
Dear Andre, Please send
and and also to
MENU - THANK YOU
my gratitude 🙏 to John
my family over the
Just note to say thank you
who really went above
past two years.
for the lovely menu just
and beyond his duty to
I appreciate all
received for the coming
help me get a trip to the
your input and
week. Seven gorgeous
airport when Uber
guidance.
simple offerings.
canceled my trip.
Kind Regards,
Much appreciated,
Regards,
Dr. Jacques
Reg Grant 904 P/S
Fahmida Mahomed
Shipper
A VERY BIG THANK YOU TO THE AQUAROBICS PEOPLE
To all the ladies and gentlemen who so generously contributed towards
a gift for Grant who does a sterling job to keep us healthy and on our toes
(Also to Sue Collins for the lovely chocolates and biscuits that she contributed).
We all enjoy his classes and can't wait for Tuesday and Thursday to arrive.
We all feel so great afterwards. Shirley Casteling, 207 Palm Grove

TO KITCHEN & STAFF
Hi William – again just wanting a big
“Thank You” to go out please, to our
wonderful catering/kitchen team who
treated us to the excellent braai
assortment luncheon on
Friday 31st Dec..
The deliveries came with a lovely
cheerful note attached on the lid
greeting and wishing us well in the
new year. And inside, a super treat
awaited us - nice generous portions
for sharing and/or enjoying still again
on a further few luncheon meals.
All was delicious! They do serve us
excellently with their numerous
cooking delights, this time again,
good braaiing skills. We enjoy and
appreciate their talents and efforts.
Thanks William, and our good wishes
go to you too, together with greetings
please to Sharon, Andre, Andrew,
Lynn, June, Malikah and Hilary, plus
those many others too who all work
hard behind the scenes to give us the
wonderful feeling that “We are really
being very well-cared for here in
Oasis”. We do feel so very thankful.
Wishing you all a blessed and
prosperous new year, with lots of
hope and prayers for a peaceful,
healthy and happy 2022.
God Bless. Kind regards,
McMartins - P.V. 502

“It is with the deepest sadness that we hear of the passing
of dear Marilynne. As one of the “Original Oasis Team” she,
together with Jack, played such a vital role in the Club
House, in the early days, as we battled to put Oasis on the
map. Kind, generous, enthusiastic and so dedicated! We
wish Jack strength and much love as he attempts to
navigate the tricky path that lies ahead.
May her dear soul R.I.P.” Brenda Preston - PV903
“Marilynne will always be remembered for her beautiful
smile, patience, energy and her ever generous love that
shared with all of us. She was a fighter no matter how bad
the odds were at times. Both Jack and Marilynne were the
anchors in the early days at Oasis. Marilynne created
something very special in the Clubhouse for us all to enjoy,
we were family, it was like a party every day! I send
condolences and strength to Jack and daughters to comfort
them as they face the days ahead. Rest In peace my dear
friend…..a true beautiful Lady. Love………"
Sham Moodliar 301 Palm Springs.
“Our Hearts are broken, our eyes filled with tears and we
are crying since you are gone. Rest Well Mama Bee. You will
forever remain in our hearts. Until we meet again.
Love, Nobuntu………” Clubhouse Staff
“Marilynne Boddington fought a brave battle against
Cancer - a lady, who epitomised love, care and kindness -we
Loved and adored her........Rest in Peace dear friend.....we
wish your Husband Jack....daughters and Friends....a long
and peaceful life to continue the memories of a
REMARKABLE LADY......"
Love, Brian and Geoffrey. 406 Palm Springs
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PHOTO CORNER

Donning their poodle skirts and rolled up jeans, all the Cool Kats and Kittens laughed, rocked 'n roll'd at the Oasis
Clubhouse's first official event of the year, a Diner Evening, while Gordon Rocker provided live entertainment.
What a great evening! Thank you to everyone who came to join in the fun!

OASIS PHOTO CORNER

A gorgeous summer evening in January - photo by Joe Franco, Palm Brook 1003
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